ABSTRACT This paper presents an algorithm based on the well-known FDTD numerical method which is adapted for 3D problems of transmission and reflection of photonic crystal waveguides, and which effectively saves memory and computing resources. Specific examples showing its validity and effectiveness are presented. Transmission spectra for double 60-degrees bent waveguides reveal narrow resonant transmission in contrast to the broad spectra observed for straight waveguides. Other groups have also registered this feature in recent experiments. The explanation suggested in this paper is that transmission through sharp bends can occur only with pure difiactively guided modes. The dependence of transmission of a coupled-cavity waveguide on the depths of the etched holes is also investigated.
1. INTRODUCTION The FDTF methods have been widely adopted as very powerful computational techniques in photonic crystal (PC) modeling. They scale linearly either with time or with space, which favor them compared to most other numerical methods for photonic crystal calculations. However, they are very demanding in terms of memory and speed, when they are applied to practical 3D problems such as analysis of transmission spectra of PC waveguides (PCW) in layered structures with 2D patterning. The methods do not take full advantage of the periodicity, unlike what is done in most band diagram calculations. Use of symmetry conditions may only reduce the memory space by a factor of four for straight PCWs. Other passive system elements, such as Y-splitters, zigzag bends, and vertical couplers have even less symmetry.
The use of FDTD codes to various problem in PCW design has recently been demonstrated in [ I -IO]. Some of the papers [I, 2 , 6 -81 address the modeling of transmission spectra in 3D, which is essential for studying the features of realistic PCWs. This applies in particular to the losses of the PCW modes [5] , which do not appear in 2D calculations. A defect mode in the band gap of a 2D photonic crystal propagates without loss. The transmission loss in 3D PCWs due to the out-of-plane scattering may be simulated in 2D calculations by making the hole material absorptive. In this way it is possible to obtain transmission spectra in good agreement with experiments [ I l l and estimate the waveguide loss; but the method cannot be used to predict the transmission losses.
We use the FDTD code ONYX-2 developed by A. Ward and J. Pendry [I21 as the background code, and we have modified it for use in 2D and 3D PCW problems. A main characteristics of the original code is the coincidence of the space frames for electric and magnetic fields. However, in order to preserve the divergence free leapfrog scheme of the original Lee [I31 scheme, the fields are calculated in mesh points being shifted in space by one lattice constant. The detailed description of the procedure and some of OUT results are presented in Sections 2 and 3.
T h e FDTD method
We use first order finite differences approximating the partial derivatives in Maxwell equations. The code applies to media with loss or gain, but here we consider only transparent dielectrics, i.e. the dielectric and magnetic constants are real. In the calculations, the fields are only stored as a function of time for mesh points in detector plates placed directly in a waveguide channel. We avoid allocation of memory for information that is not necessary for a reflection-transmission analysis. The incident field is given by specifying both the electric and the magnetic field [IO] . The fields may be designed to excite modes with specific parity.
The adaptation of the ONYX-2 code for PCW problems has required basic modifications of the boundary conditions implemented in the original version [ 121. For reflection-free truncating of the computational space we
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TRANSMISSION SPECTRA FOR PCW
As the first example we consider transmission through a Si-on-insulator waveguide with two 60' bends (see Fig.1 ); the structure is somewhat similar to the waveguide treated by E Chow et al in [7] . We use a different normalization in our paper -ratio of transmitted power to input power in the channel. The transmission spectrum shows a sharp peak, which was also found in [7] . This peak occupies only part of the broad transmission band usually observed for a straight waveguide. The broad transmission band is probably due to weakly guided modes such as index guides modes or modes above the light cone. The sharp bends will act as mode strippers, which scatter the weakly guided modes, and the bends will only allow the pure PBG guided modes to be transmitted. These modes have rather flat dispersion curves, and they will therefore give rise to narrow peaks in the transmission spectrum.
I
Normalized frequency The second example deals with coupled cavity waveguides in a weakly guiding layered system. The prototype of such a system for modeling was taken from [IS]. The system comprises a GaAs core in claddings with symmetrical AlGaAs layers mounted on a thick AlGaAs buffer layer. The aim was to see the influence of the depth of the holes penetrating into the substrate on the transmission spectra of the waveguide. The positive role of the substrate for reducing losses was first suggested in [ 1 I]. But to the best of our knowledge there have been no explicit calculations of transmission versus depth of the holes. Our results are presented in Fig.2 . The overall transmission is rather low due to multiple scattering barriers in the waveguide channel. However, the curves 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented here an effective and memory saving version of the FDTD code ONYX-2 for 3D calculations implemented with special absorbing boundary conditions -uniaxial perfectly matched layers. It allows us to investigate transmission in a broad frequency range for different photonic crystal structures. We found a narrow spectral transmission line for a PCW with double 60' bends. We argue that the smcture only allows transmission of PBG guided mode. These modes have usually a flat dispersion curve and will therefore give rise to a MITOW peak in the transmission spectrum. The second example refers to the transmission in coupled-cavity waveguides with weakly guiding structures. The strong dependence of the transmission on the etching depths of the holes defining the PBG structure was confirmed by direct 3D calculations. We estimated the hole depth for which the transmission starts to saturate, as well as the threshold for onset of effective transmission in coupledcavity waveguides.
